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Certainly we could improve our identification, diagnosis, and initial treatment approaches to the large numbers of depressed patients we see in primary care. However, until we have established the kind of systematic follow-up and follow-through that the US Preventive Services Task Force said is a prerequisite for its recommendation to routinely screen for depression, none of these earlier actions will make much difference. Recently, a number of controlled trials of innovative approaches to care management have demonstrated clearly how much patient outcomes are improved when systematic follow-up is in place. The problem is that there are few examples of such systems in real clinical practices. This article describes the main components of such a systematic approach. (J Am Board Fam Pract 2005;18:520–7.)

In 2002, the US Preventive Services Task Force published its first evidence-based recommendation for screening primary care patients for depression. It said that there was now B level evidence that screening adults for depression was effective. However, it also added an important caveat to this recommendation that it has not included in any other recommendations. This caveat was “clinical practices that screen for depression should have systems in place to ensure that positive screening results are followed by accurate diagnosis, effective treatment, and careful follow-up. Benefits from screening are unlikely to be realized unless such systems are functioning well.”

There is good reason for this admonition. In their summary of the quality of health care of US adults, McGlynn and colleagues found that only 58% of 14 care process indicators of quality care for depression were satisfied. The National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) recently published its 2004 review of the HEDIS (health plan employer data and information set) scores from health plans across the country. It noted that, “Since NCQA began tracking antidepressant medication management, rates have remained largely unchanged—and the gap between high performers and low has remained significant.” HEDIS tracks 3 measures for new treatment with antidepressants for depression:

1. 61% stayed on antidepressant medication for at least 3 months.
2. 44% stayed on antidepressant medication for at least 6 months.
3. 20% had at least 3 clinician contacts in the first 3 months of antidepressant use.

These rates were significantly lower for patients on Medicare or Medicaid. It concluded that “an estimated 2.5 million depression-related sick days could be prevented if everyone were enrolled in a health plan that performed at the 90th percentile.”

Fortunately, there have been many randomized controlled trials of depression care in primary care in the last 10 years that demonstrate clearly what is needed to improve depression management. The excellent systematic review of Gilbody et al provides a good summary of most of these trials, and Oxman et al provided a practical summary in what they called a 3-component model that is very consistent with the recommendations in this article. Wagner editorialized that “the type of treatment matters less than ensuring it is done properly and followed up.” The key care concepts these trials have demonstrated to be effective are:
1. Care management by a nonphysician working with the primary care physician
2. Planned collaborative care between physicians and mental health clinicians
3. Education and support of patients for self-management
4. Attention to patient preferences

Although critical to good care management, these approaches are missing in nearly all primary care settings, and their potential is invisible to most clinicians. They can be implemented through “carve-out” disease management programs, but the many randomized trials cited above demonstrate that excellent results can be obtained in primary care if the above concepts are incorporated in a redesigned care process. The rest of this article will describe how these concepts can be implemented in practice through systems thinking and team care.

What Is Primary Care of Depression Like?
To better understand current primary care of adult patients with depression, we studied 274 patients in our medical group.22 Our care system has many advantages for depression care because all our patients have good insurance coverage, psychiatrists and therapists are part of the medical group, and each primary care clinic has a mental health therapist onsite frequently for consultation, therapy, or collaborative care. Unlike most studies that conduct a questionnaire screening of all patients for depression, we identified the patients for this study from claims data because they had received a new diagnosis of depression from a primary care physician. We surveyed these patients soon after the initial visit and again 3 months later, and we audited their charts. Most patients were started on antidepressants, usually as their only therapy, with few reporting receiving educational or self-management information or recommendations and only half reporting a recommendation to see a mental health therapist (chart audits documented this recommendation only 13% of the time). Of those given a new depression medication, 67% stopped taking it on their own because they were having side effects, no improvement, felt better, or felt they didn’t really need it. Over the next 3 months, only 10% had 3 or more visits and nearly all the patients meeting this HEDIS quality criterion had those visits with the mental health therapist in the clinic rather than with the primary care clinician. Only 36% had one follow-up visit with a physician in the next 3 months, 12% had 2 visits, and 1% had 3 or more.

The original and 3-month surveys incorporated a set of questions about depression that allowed a severity score to be calculated to monitor the effectiveness of treatment.23 Seventy percent scored in the depression range initially and 50% 3 months later, whereas only 48% reported their depression had improved and 16% reported it was worse. Understandably, only 34% of these patients reported being very satisfied with their depression care at baseline and 3 months. Dissatisfaction was linked with not being given a choice of treatments, feeling it was hard to see a mental health specialist, and disliking their follow-up care. If this is the case in a system with so many advantages, what must it be like elsewhere, especially for the majority of patients who have recurrent or chronic depression?24

These results are certainly not because primary care physicians have poor intentions. They chose primary care despite lower incomes because they enjoy helping people and having continuous healing relationships with patients and their families. However, the current medical care environment has steadily increasing expectations while providing payments in primary care that reward volume over quality and provide inadequate resources to improve, especially for small practices that are not part of large multispecialty care systems. The challenge is to find ways to improve care within those limitations while waiting for changes in the reimbursement system.

Changes That Would Improve Our Results
We don’t need to guess about what changes would be helpful in improving care for these patients. Many randomized controlled trials over the past 10 years have identified the types of changes we should be making, and they are consistent with the recommendations of the Future of Family Medicine report.25 The most important change is implementing a care management role, and doing so under the supervision of the patient’s primary care physician seems most likely to avoid fragmenting care. The key element in this role is proactive follow-up that includes monitoring depression status and initiating remedial action when adequate response is not being achieved. Other elements of the role are to
assure that referrals, follow-up contacts, and use of educational and support resources occur as planned. These elements can be done well through systematic supportive follow-up telephone calls by nurses or other non-mental health professionals. Some studies have focused on just this change in care, whereas most others have included this approach as a fundamental part of a broader set of patient-centered changes. After Lynch showed that regular therapist calls supervised by a psychiatrist made a difference, other studies substituted a nurse working with the primary care physician, an approach that is much more feasible and acceptable in primary care. Hunkeler’s trial showed that patients receiving nurse phone calls had greater improvement in their depression despite no change in adherence to antidepressant medications. Rost et al extended the nurse follow-up phone calls for 24 months on the assumption that most depression has chronic disease elements. The patients in their intervention group were 33% more likely to be in remission and they had 24% better mental function and 17% better physical function than those in the usual care group at 24 months.

The second change with clearly demonstrated benefit (but facilitated by the care management change described above) is increasing the likelihood that mental health specialists have a shared role in care when the patient prefers that or when alternate treatment approaches do not seem to be working well enough. The principal studies have been done by Katon et al, showing that when depression care is formally organized with preplanned consultation or shared care between the primary care physician and either a psychiatrist or an on-site psychologist, patient outcomes are better than usual care. Such shared care benefits have been found to be produced at little overall cost per patient.

Another desirable change is to improve education and support for patient self-management of this illness. This strategy has its own evidence base, but it also has been receiving increasing attention because the Institute of Medicine’s report on “Crossing the Quality Chasm” highlighted patient-centeredness as one of the 6 aims for improving care. Stone et al reported a meta-analysis of 108 trials and found that strategies that involved patients in self-management of preventive services was one of the few approaches likely to make a difference. Glasgow, Von Korff, and others have demonstrated that this strategy is particularly important in chronic disease care. The Von Korff definition of this approach includes: (1) collaborative definition of problems, (2) targeting, goal setting, and planning, (3) self-management training and support services, (4) active and sustained follow-up. It was especially noted that this common core of services “need not be reinvented for each disease.” A related benefit from any change that emphasizes patient self-management is the increased likelihood that patient preferences will be addressed, a need highlighted in Wagner’s editorial about the key goals for improved depression care. Studies of the attitudes of depressed patients in primary care have consistently shown a desire for treatment, but with more preferring counseling than medications and few wanting to be shunted off to mental health professionals without a continuing involvement by their primary care physician. Some of the above changes could be accomplished through a carve-out disease management program, and health plans are under increasing pressure to do that as the costs of health care keep increasing. However, the evidence from the trials demonstrates that they can all be implemented in primary care, building on the established relationship with the patient’s primary care physician in a patient-centered way that seems likely to be better for all concerned. But doing that will require primary care physicians to make some serious changes in the way they provide care for these patients, preferably as part of a general reorganization of the approach to treating all patients with chronic diseases.

Why Are There Problems?

The apparent deficiencies in the primary care physicians’ typical approach to treating their patients’ depression problems do not seem to be because of unwillingness to accept responsibility for this problem, either in our medical group or in published surveys. Instead, they are part of the general problem with our approach to the care of patients with chronic conditions. For a variety of reasons, including training, tradition, busyness, and lack of sufficient resources and practice system support, we tend to treat each encounter with patients with...
chronic conditions as a separate episode with ourselves as the only significant resource and no plan for structured follow-up or ability to provide broad-based self-management support of our patients. We primary care physicians generally do not have the kind of team-based and systematic proactive approach to care that is needed by patients with chronic conditions and that is recommended in the Future of Family Medicine Report. Such a proactive team approach is especially needed for depressed patients who are less likely to adhere to treatment recommendations or take the initiative for self-care, and that is truer for those in primary care. Wagner and colleagues have provided extensive literature reviews of care innovations that have made a difference in the quality of care for patients with a variety of chronic conditions. These innovations are very similar to the important changes in care described above.

The Chronic Care Model As a Guide

Because significant changes in care approach are needed, it may be helpful to have a model for thinking about these changes in a comprehensive way. Fortunately, Wagner and many colleagues have also developed a conceptual model for organizing our thinking about chronic disease care. It is usually referred to as the Chronic Care Model (or sometimes the Planned Care Model), and it is illustrated in Figure 1. The key to the model is what is called productive interactions between a prepared practice team and an informed activated patient. To facilitate this, the clinic or medical group needs to develop and maintain at least 4 main components of the model in relation to depression care, along with the following systems in each:

1. Delivery System Design—Change from a physician-does-everything-except-prep-patients approach to a practice team where each physician works with a rooming assistant, nurse (ideally an RN), and receptionist, each of whom has expanded defined roles. The key to a new way of behaving is having the nurse team member act as care manager, especially for patients with depression or other chronic diseases.

2. Clinical Information System—Establish a registry of all clinic patients with depression and use it to provide reminders to patients and team members about needed follow-up contacts and services. Add a patient-completed questionnaire to assess severity of depression periodically. Include the severity results in a flow sheet of care data in each patient’s record and use the flow sheet to communicate among team members and to monitor the status of each patient’s depression and care over time. All these changes can be made without an electronic record system, although having one makes it easier.

3. Decision Support—Before doing anything else, all physicians must agree on a clinic- or medical group-wide evidence-based guideline for depression care. Incorporate these guide-

![Figure 1. The Chronic Care Model (reprinted with permission of the American College of Physicians).](http://www.jabfp.org)
lines into team member tasks, as well as in specifications for collaborative roles of mental health services during routine care. In addition, the practice should establish an agreement with mental health consultants on how to quickly access their advice or involvement when patient difficulties arise.

4. Self-Management Support—The goal is to provide all patients with as much information and resources as they want and need so that they can take on as active a role in their own care as they are willing to do. The team care manager is the key person here, providing information and advice during regularly scheduled follow-up contacts (usually by phone).

What Would Systematic Care Management Look Like?
The following description of a clinic system for depression care is intended to provide an example that can be modified to fit each clinic’s unique situation and preferences. It assumes that there is some type of team that includes a nonphysician (usually a nurse) with the ability to provide patient self-management support (not mental health counseling) in a closely integrated way with the primary physician. The description also assumes that all the clinicians have agreed on a depression guideline (a good starter example is available from www.icsi.org) and a patient questionnaire that can validly assess the presence and severity of depression. Although there is little point in routine screening to identify more depressed patients until a clinic site has implemented a systematic approach to management of the patients already being diagnosed (as noted by the US Preventive Services Task Force), a depression questionnaire is still needed to clarify the diagnosis, establish severity, and monitor progress over time. Because the PHQ-9 is a good example of a questionnaire useful for those 3 purposes, and because it is increasingly becoming the standard, that is what will be used in the following example. The PHQ-9 has 9 questions, each of which covers one of the DSM-IV criteria for depression and is scored from 0 to 3. Thus the maximum total score is 27, and a score of 10 to 14 suggests moderate depression, 15 to 19 moderately severe, and 20 to 27 severe. This instrument has been well-validated for assessing diagnosis, severity, and outcomes, and can be thought of as similar to the HbA1c measure that has been so valuable for following and improving diabetes care.

Care management begins after a clinician has identified a patient with depression using the PHQ-9 and after deciding on an initial approach to care based on review of the treatment and self-management options together. The next steps might be:

1. Inclusion of this patient in a depression registry—this should follow automatically and not depend on the physician remembering to do so, therefore establishing a redundant system using either billing codes for depression or entry by any member of the care team.
2. Contact from the team nurse—usually by phone but also potentially during the initial visit if the physician introduces them and the nurse has time available.
3. Baseline assessment—assures that the patient has completed the PHQ-9 and gathers relevant information about the patient’s living situation, health needs, and knowledge/attitudes about depression and its care. Key information such as the PHQ-9 score and primary symptoms is entered on a new depression flow sheet.
4. Initiation of self-management support—provides additional information about depression, treatment options, and medication side effects (if on meds), as well as additional resources for self-care and community help (eg, books, classes, support groups) and the general approach to be used for follow-up. A particularly important part of this is clarifying the usual delay in medication benefit, the need to stay on medication for at least 6 months, and how to handle emergency situations or relapse.
5. Facilitation of the selected treatment and self-management—helps with referral arrangements and/or adjustment to medications, and checks on whether the treatment plan is being followed, including the encouragement of patient activation and self-management actions at every encounter.
6. Follow-up—before or soon after each visit with a clinician or as modified per individual patient needs and preferences, the nurse calls the patient to monitor severity (repeat PHQ-9 at each contact or at least every 3 to 6 months) and progress on the patient’s self-management, treatment plan, and referrals. Rechecking on
suicidal risks is a critical part of this follow-up, aided by one question on the PHQ-9. These contacts provide a wonderful opportunity to ask about how the patient is doing with making the cognitive or behavioral changes that were agreed on previously as important self-care contributors to reducing depression, and making new plans. Key parts of this information are entered on the flow sheet and, if more detail is needed, can go in a progress note in the chart.

7. Follow-through—this includes advising the physician if the patient is having trouble with the treatment plan or any referrals or follow-up visits, as well as informal status updates during the course of normal team communications. If a mental health clinician is also providing visit care, the nurse will usually be in the best position to coordinate needed information.

Implementing Systematic Care Management

Because of the resource and reimbursement limitations identified in the earlier section on current primary care of depression, many small practice settings may find it difficult to implement such a system. Because it is fully compatible with the changes recommended by the Future of Family Medicine, it should also be as financially feasible as those changes. However, systematic care can also be implemented in steps, starting with low cost items:

1. Agreement by all physicians in a practice on a clinical guideline for depression care
2. Simple audit of enough charts of depressed patients to verify that there are problems in desired follow-up and follow-through
3. Use the PHQ-9 in initial appraisal and follow-up visits as a way to measure severity and outcomes (think of it as of similar value to an A1c test for diabetes control)

If, as we suspect, many patients do not follow-up or have contacts limited to obtaining phone refills for antidepressants, any staff person (receptionist?) can use a simple manual tickler system to call patients who haven’t made guideline- or physician-recommended follow-ups. Besides improving care, this will increase patient satisfaction and produce enough reimbursable follow-up visits to pay for the calls. Further details about training or materials used in the follow-up approach proven in the RAND trials (called Partners in Care) can be obtained from its website at http://www.rand.org/health/pic.products/.

Conclusion

The physicians and clinics that decide to convert to such a systematic approach to care management for patients with depression and other chronic diseases will not find it easy. The differences from usual care are large for physicians, nurses, and patients alike. Therefore, the transition will require a lot of patience and working out many details that go beyond the scope of this article. However, the rewards for each of the participants can be great as well.
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